Rosetta begins its
COMET TALE
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Comets are the best sample of primitive solar nebula material presently available to us, dating back 4.57 billion years to the origin of our planetary system. Past missions to comets have all been “fast flybys”: They provided only a snapshot view of the dust and ice nucleus, the nebulosity coma surrounding it, and how the solar wind interacts with both of these components. Such space-based investigations of comets began in the 1980s with a flotilla of spacecraft: the European Space Agency’s (ESAs) first deep space mission, Giotto, which pursued comet IP/Halley; Deep Space 1 at IP/Borrelly; Stardust at IP/Wild 2; Deep Impact and Stardust NeXT at 9P/Tempel; and EPOXI at 103P/Hartley 2.

Rosetta is now taking a more prolonged look. The spacecraft is an ESA mission, with contributions from member states and from NASA, and it currently orbits the Jupiter family comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P). Rosetta met the comet nucleus on 6 August 2014, at 3.7 astronomical units (AU) from the Sun, and delivered the Philae lander to the nucleus surface on 12 November 2014, when the comet was 3.0 AU from the Sun.

Rosetta is uniquely positioned to further the understanding of these primitive bodies, having revealed an unusual and fascinating object. After rendezvous, the Rosetta spacecraft moved from 100 km above the comet to a bound orbit only ~10 km away. This early period of the mission has revealed previously unseen details of a comet nucleus, as Rosetta’s instruments recorded measurements that were once impossible. This issue of Science contains the first published scientific results from Rosetta at comet 67P.

The surface of the comet shows evidence of many active processes and is highly complex. The solid nucleus is an object for which neither horizontal nor vertical variations are modest (Thomas et al., this issue). The current comet shape model suggests that the mass is 10^16 kg (about 100 million times the mass of the international space station), with a bulk density of ~470 kg/m^3 (similar to cork, wood, or aerogel). The low mass and density values strongly constrain the composition and internal structure of the nucleus, implying a relatively fluffy nature, with a porosity of 70 to 80% (Sierks et al., this issue). The nucleus surface itself appears rich in organic materials, with little sign of water ice (Capaccioni et al., this issue).

The coma produced by ices sublimating from the nucleus is highly variable, displaying large diurnal and possibly seasonal changes. For example, both atomic H and O have been detected close to the nucleus and vary with time, probably stemming from electron impact dissociation of venting H2O vapor. The total H2O gas production rates varied from 1 × 10^15 molecules per second in early June 2014 to 4 × 10^15 molecules per second in early August, broadly consistent with predictions. In August, water outflow from the surface varied by a factor of at least 5, owing to the effects of terrain, comet shape, and daily illumination changes and possibly other factors (Gulkis et al., this issue). The science team reports the detection of several molecules, including H2O, H2O, CO, and CO2, and assessed their time variability and heterogeneous distribution (Hässig et al., this issue). A high D/H ratio in water, 5.3 × 10^−4, was measured, which precludes the idea that Jupiter family comets contain solely Earth ocean–like water (Altwegg et al., this issue). As observed at 3.6 AU from the Sun, a cloud of about 10^3 grains (larger than 5 cm) surrounds the nucleus in bound orbits, likely from the previous perihelion passage. The nucleus currently emits dust grains up to 2 cm in size, giving a dust/gas mass ratio of 4 ± 2 averaged over the sunlit nucleus surface (Rotundi et al., this issue). This is higher than generally accepted for comets. In a progressive series of observations, Rosetta observed the emergence of an energetic ion environment from a low-activity comet nucleus under the influence of the solar wind (Nilsson et al., this issue).

The data presented here allow us to build a detailed portrait of comet 67P. These initial observations provide a reference description of the global shape, the surface morphology and composition, and the bulk physical properties of the nucleus. Subsequent measurements with the orbiter and with the Philae lander will further describe the comet over time. Rosetta will follow the comet at close range through its closest approach to the Sun, perihelion, in August 2015, and then as the comet moves away from the Sun. The spacecraft will perform many flybys that will allow the onboard instruments to measure the evolution of the nucleus and coma with respect to the comet’s initial state, defined by the data presented here.

The Rosetta mission has begun to explore our origins, thanks to the efforts of thousands of people at ESA, NASA, industrial partners, and space agencies and to engineers and scientists from around the world. For more than 25 years, they dreamed of these moments when they designed, developed, and launched the Rosetta spacecraft and then followed its interplanetary journey, watched over its long sleep, and woke it from hibernation. These first papers are dedicated to all of them.
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On the nucleus structure and activity of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko


Images from the OSIRIS scientific imaging system onboard Rosetta show that the nucleus of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko consists of two lobes connected by a short neck. The nucleus has a bulk density less than half that of water. Activity at a distance from the Sun of >3 astronomical units is predominantly from the neck, where jets have been seen consistently. The nucleus rotates about the principal axis of momentum. The surface morphology suggests that the removal of larger volumes of material, possibly via explosive release of subsurface pressure or via creation of overhangs by sublimation, may be a major mass loss process. The shape raises the question of whether the two lobes represent a contact binary formed 4.5 billion years ago, or a single body where a gap has evolved via mass loss.
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Dust measurements in the coma of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko inbound to the Sun


Critical measurements for understanding accretion and the dust/gas ratio in the solar nebula, where planets were forming 4.5 billion years ago, are being obtained by the GIADA (Grain Impact Analyser and Dust Accumulator) experiment on the European Space Agency’s Rosetta spacecraft orbiting comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. Between 3.6 and 3.4 astronomical units inbound, GIADA and OSIRIS (Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging System) detected 35 outflowing grains of mass 10^{-10} to 10^{-7} kilograms, and 48 grains of mass 10^{-5} to 10^{-2} kilograms, respectively. Combined with gas data from the MIRO (Microwave Instrument for the Rosetta Orbiter) and ROSINA...
The organic-rich surface of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko as seen by VIRTIS/Rosetta


The VIRTIS (Visible, Infrared and Thermal Imaging Spectrometer) instrument on board the Rosetta spacecraft has provided evidence of carbon-bearing compounds on the nucleus of the comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. The very low reflectance of the nucleus (normal albedo of 0.060 ± 0.003 at 0.55 micrometers), the spectral slopes in visible and infrared ranges (5 to 25 and 1.5 to 5% Å⁻¹), and the broad absorption feature in the 2.9-to-3.6-micrometer range present across the entire illuminated surface are compatible with opaque minerals associated with nonvolatile organic macromolecular materials: a complex mixture of various types of carbon-hydrogen and/or oxygen-hydrogen chemical groups, with little contribution of nitrogen-hydrogen groups. In active areas, the changes in spectral slope and absorption feature width may suggest small amounts of water ice. However, no ice-rich patches are observed, indicating a generally dehydrated nature for the surface currently illuminated by the Sun.

Birth of a comet magnetosphere: A spring of water ions


The Rosetta mission shall accompany comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko from a heliocentric distance of >3.6 astronomical units through perihelion passage at 1.25 astronomical units, spanning low and maximum activity levels. Initially, the solar wind permeated the thin comet atmosphere formed from sublimation, until the size and plasma pressure of the ionized atmosphere...
defined its boundaries: A magnetosphere is born. Using the Rosetta Plasma Consortium Ion Composition Analyzer, we traced the evolution from the first detection of water ions to when the atmosphere begins repelling the solar wind (~3.3 astronomical units), and we report the spatial structure of this early interaction. The near-comet water population comprises accelerated ions (<800 electron volts), produced upstream of Rosetta, and lower-energy locally produced ions; we estimate the fluxes of both ion species and energetic neutral atoms.
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The morphological diversity of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko


Images of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko acquired by the OSIRIS (Optical, Spectroscopic and Infrared Remote Imaging System) imaging system onboard the European Space Agency’s Rosetta spacecraft at scales of better than 0.8 meter per pixel show a wide variety of different structures and textures. The data show the importance of airfall, surface dust transport, mass wasting, and insolation weathering for cometary surface evolution, and they offer some support for subsurface fluidization models and mass loss through the ejection of large chunks of material.
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67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, a Jupiter family comet with a high D/H ratio


The provenance of water and organic compounds on Earth and other terrestrial planets has been discussed for a long time without reaching a consensus. One of the best means to distinguish between different scenarios is by determining the deuterium-to-hydrogen (D/H) ratios in the reservoirs for comets and Earth’s oceans. Here, we report the direct in situ measurement of the D/H ratio in the Jupiter family comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko by the ROSINA mass spectrometer aboard the European Space Agency’s Rosetta spacecraft, which is found to be $(5.3 \pm 0.7) \times 10^{-4}$—that is, approximately three times the terrestrial value. Previous cometary measurements and our new finding suggest a wide range of D/H ratios in the
water within Jupiter family objects and preclude the idea that this reservoir is solely composed of Earth ocean–like water.

Time variability and heterogeneity in the coma of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko


Comets contain the best-preserved material from the beginning of our planetary system. Their nuclei and comae composition reveal clues about physical and chemical conditions during the early solar system when comets formed. ROSINA (Rosetta Orbiter Spectrometer for Ion and Neutral Analysis) onboard the Rosetta spacecraft has measured the coma composition of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko with well-sampled time resolution per rotation. Measurements were made over many comet rotation periods and a wide range of latitudes. These measurements show large fluctuations in composition in a heterogeneous coma that has diurnal and possibly seasonal variations in the major outgassing species: water, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. These results indicate a complex coma-nucleus relationship where seasonal variations may be driven by temperature differences just below the comet surface.

Subsurface properties and early activity of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko


Heat transport and ice sublimation in comets are interrelated processes reflecting properties acquired at the time of formation and during subsequent evolution. The Microwave Instrument on the Rosetta Orbiter (MIRO) acquired maps of the subsurface temperature of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, at 1.6 mm and 0.5 mm wavelengths, and spectra of water vapor. The total \( H_2O \) production rate varied from 0.3 kg s\(^{-1}\) in early June 2014 to 1.2 kg s\(^{-1}\) in late August and showed periodic variations related to nucleus rotation and shape. Water outgassing was localized to the “neck” region of the comet. Subsurface temperatures showed seasonal and diurnal variations, which indicated that the submillimeter radiation originated at depths comparable to the diurnal thermal skin depth. A low thermal inertia (~10 to 50 J K\(^{-1}\) m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{0.5}\)), consistent with a thermally insulating powdered surface, is inferred.
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